LEAD EDGE

Available Chlorine....................... 84%
Trichloro-s-Triazinetrione ....................... 93.5%

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:
*Metallic copper equivalent ......
Available Chlorine........
Copper Sulfate Pentahydrate*
Trichloro-s-Triazinetrione

Contamination or improper use may cause fire or explosion or the release of toxic gases. Do not allow product to contact any
foreign matter, including other water treatment products. If product is exposed to small amounts of water, it can react ...
or the release of toxic gases. Do not mix this product with a small amount of water. Only add directly to your pool. Do

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
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1.5%

Featuring ClearCare Technology

BRITE STIX
For Skimmer Use Only

Net Wt. 4 lbs. (1.8 kg)
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EPA EST. NO. 52270-GA-01 [C]
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This pesticide is
dangerous if swallowed. Do not get in eyes, mouth or on skin, or permit sticks to contact any

or metal objects.

permit sticks to contact plastic pool linings

this product in the skimmer.

sure skimmer is completely clean and free of residue

used with other water treatment products. Make

use in floaters or feeders that have been

used with any

DO NOT

use. Do not allow this product to contact other

products, to cause fire, explosion, and the

release of toxic gases. Do not add water to this product. Add

water, it can react to cause explosion or the release

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL HAZARDS:

HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

CHLORINATION” directions.

and Conditioner. Then follow “ROUTINE

weekly with a product such as

water treatment products.

OPENING YOUR POOL:

side of the pool by scrubbing surface of algae growth, vacuum

immediately after shock treatment, thoroughly clean

feels slippery, follow shock treatment directions.

method of application:

This product is designed to dissolve slowly,

This product may contain additional skin protection, wear long sleeves and

clothing. Wear safety goggles or face shield, and

DANGER: Corrosive.

Causes irreversible eye burns

NOTE TO PHYSICIAN:

Probable mucosal damage may

immediately for treatment advice. Have person sip a

water, call a poison control center or doctor, or go for

drowning. Keep out of reach of children.

FIRST AID:

CAUTION: May be harmful if swallowed

Follow “ROUTINE

chlorine levels above 4 ppm for risk of bodily injury.

ADD ONE STICK PER 5,000 GALLONS OF POOL WATER EVERY 2 WEEKS OR AS OFTEN AS

METHOD OF APPLICATION:

water must be balanced, shocking treatment

balance pool water, shock

gallons of pool water every 2 weeks or as often as

DO NOT

re-entry into treated pools is prohibited with

or

or

or

re-entry into treated pools is prohibited with

Add one stick per 5,000

minutes if it contains a tablet or tablet residue. • Can

can contain, after the first five minutes, then continue rinsing

with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if

IF IN EYES:

Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently

IF INHALED:

Move person to fresh air. If person is not breathing call

EMERGENCY HANDLING:

In case of

PRODUCT SEE EMERGENCY HANDLING.

OF A CONTAMINATED OR DECOMPOSING

material and to keep water sparkling clear. Follow

on label directions.

immediately for treatment advice. Have person sip a

water, call a poison control center or doctor, or go for

drowning. Keep out of reach of children.
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